Breaking the habit - Fiona Jongejans – Techer’s Notes
Before watching - Write the numbers:
155

price od food that every consumer in the Netherlands wastes every year (given in euros)

2.6 billion

price od food that all the consumers in the Netherlands waste every year (given in euros)

2 billion

price od food that is wasted in the Netherlands in the food chain

10

the angle at which cucumbers can be bended (given as a percentage)

0,8 to 1

the ratio of width and height of a pepper

1.4 million

number of people in the Netherlands who live below the poverty line

100,000

number of food packages that are handed out every week in the Netherlands

27,000

number of cucumbers wasted by one producer (out of 2.7 million)

7

how long it takes people to to buy something in a supermarket (given in seconds)

5

the percentage of the wasted food that could be enough to feed people living below the poverty line

Watching the first part (until 5:05):
How did Fiona comment on this picture?



We eat only the crown (2/3) and leave the stalk (1/3),
which is wasting food

Why is food wasted in the food chain?









supermarkets change their orders in the last minute
more crops than expected
they don’t look well
we want the food chain to be as finacially efficent as possible
straight cucumber are more easily transported
equal pepper are more easily divided into packages

What’s the problem about food packages?





They healthy fruit and vegetables
Even handing out 100,000 food packaged, it’s not
enough to help eveyone in need (100,000 is only 7% of
1.4 billion people in need)

What do the tangerines stand for here?



5% of what is now wasted is enough to help people living
below the poverty line

Stop at 5:05 and ask the question: What can be done to solve this problem? Have a discussion with Ss
Watch the rest of the video: What do these two pictures symbolize?



The distance between the producer and consumer was
much closer



An application to help use food surplus

